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1
$H$ $||\cdot||\not\in$; $(\cdot, \cdot)$ Hilber , $C$ $H$
, $A$ $C$ $H$ . , 7
$(v-u, Au)\geq 0$ , $\forall v\in C$ (1.1)
$u\in C$ . Stampacchia $[16, 17]$
, , . $VI(C, A)$
. $C=H$ , $VI(H, A)=A^{-1}\mathrm{O}$ . , $A^{-1}0=\{u\in H$ :
$Au=0\}$ . $T$ $C$ $C$ . $A=I-T$ , $F(T)=VI(C, A)$
. , $I$ $H$ , $F(T)$ $T$
. $C$ $H$ $A$ (inverse-strongly-monotone) ,
($x-y$ ,Ax-Ay) $\geq\alpha||Ax-Ay||^{2}$ , $\forall x,y\in C$ (1.2)
$\alpha$ [6, 18, 12]. , $A$ $\alpha- \mathrm{i}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{v}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{s}\mathrm{e}$-strongly-
monotone .
, $\mathrm{G}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{l}’ \mathrm{s}\mathrm{h}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{e}\dot{\mathrm{l}}\mathrm{n}- \mathrm{b}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{t}’ \mathrm{y}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{k}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{v}[10]$
$R^{\backslash }\mathit{4}R$
:
1.1( $\mathrm{G}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{l}’ \mathrm{s}\mathrm{h}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{e}\dot{\mathrm{l}}\mathrm{n}-\mathrm{b}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{t}$’yakov[10]). $\mathbb{R}^{N}$ $N$ Euciid , $A$
$\mathbb{R}^{N}$ $\mathbb{R}^{N}$
$\alpha-\mathrm{i}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{v}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{s}\mathrm{e}$ -strongly-monotone operator . $x_{1}=x\in \mathbb{R}^{N}$ ,
$x_{n+1}=x_{n}-\lambda_{n}Ax_{n}$ $(n=1,2, \ldots)$
. , $\{\lambda_{n}\}$ $0<a<b<2\alpha$ $a,$ $b$ $\lambda_{n}\in[a, b]$
. , $A^{-1}0\neq\emptyset$ , $\{x_{n}\}$ f $A^{-1}0$ 2 .




L2 ( - - [12]). $C$ Hilbert $H$ , $A$ $C$
$H$ $\alpha-i\mathrm{n}\mathrm{v}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{s}\mathrm{e}$ -strongly-monotone operator . $x_{1}=x\in C$ ,
$x_{n+1}=F_{C}(\alpha_{n}x_{n}+(1-\alpha_{n})P_{C}(x_{n}-\lambda_{n}Ax_{n}))$ $(n=1,2, \ldots)$
. , $P_{C}$ $H$ $C$ , $\{\alpha_{n}\}$ $\{\lambda_{n}\}$ $-1<a<b<1$
$a_{7}b$ $\alpha_{n}\in[a_{\mathrm{I}}b],$ $0<c<d<2(1+a)\alpha$ $c,$ $d$ $\lambda_{n}\in[c,d]$
, , $VI(C, A)\neq\emptyset$ , $\{x_{n}\}$ $VI(C, A)$ $z$
.
$C$ $C$ $T$ (strlctly pseudocontractive) ,
$||Tx-Ty||^{2}\leq||x-y||^{2}+k||(I-T)x-(I-T)y||^{2}$ , $\forall x,$ $y\in C$ (1.3)
$k(0\leq k<1)$ [6]. , $T$ $k$-stricfly pseudocontractive
. , Browder-Petryshyn [6]
:
L3 (Browder-Petryshyn [6]). $K$ Hilbert $H$ ,
$T$ $K$ $K$ $k$-strictly pseudocontractive mapping . $x_{1}=x\in K$ ,
$x_{r_{\nu}+1}=\alpha x_{n}+(1-\alpha)Tx_{n}$ $(n=1,2, \ldots)$
. , $\alpha\in(k, 1)$ . , $\{x_{n}\}$ $F(T)$ $z$ .
$E$ $||\cdot||$ Banach , $E^{*}$ $E$ . $x\in E$ $f\in E^{*}$
$\langle$ $x,$ $f\}$ . $C$ Banach $E$
, $A$ $C$ $E$ . ,
:
14. $C$ Banach $E$ , $A$ $C$ $E$
. ,
(Au, $J(v-u)\rangle\geq 0$ , $\forall v\in C$ (1.4)
$u\in C$ . , $J$ $E$ $E^{*}$ .
1.4 , ,
, 1,4 , $x_{1}=x\in C$ ,
$x_{n\dagger 1}=\alpha_{n}x_{n}+(1-\alpha_{n})Qc(x_{n}-\lambda_{n}Ax_{n})$ $(n=1,2, \ldots)$
$\{x_{n}\}$ . , $Qc$ $E$ $C$ sunny nonexpansive
retraction 7 $\{\alpha_{n}\}\subset[\mathrm{O}, 1],$ $\{\lambda_{n}\}\subset(0, \infty)$ . ,
$\{x_{n}\}$ , 1.4 ( 3.1). 31 ,




$E$ $||\cdot\downarrow|$ Banach , $E^{*}$ $E$ . $E$
$\{x_{n}\}$ $E$ $x$ $\mathrm{A}$ ‘ , $\{x_{n}\}$ $x$ $x_{n}arrow x$ , $\{x_{n}\}$ $x$
$x_{n}arrow x$ .
Banach $E$ (uniformly convex) , $E$ $\{x_{n}\},$ $\{y_{n}\}$
,
$||x_{n}||=||y_{n}||=1,11\mathrm{m}narrow\infty||x_{n}+y_{n}||=2$
$\lim_{narrow\infty}||x_{n}-y_{n}||$ $=0$ . , $E$ (smooth)
, $x,$ $y\in U=\{x\in E:||x||=1\}$ ,
$\lim_{tarrow 0}\frac{||x+ty||-||x||}{t}$ (2.1)
. , $E$ (uniformly smooth) , (2.1)
$x,$ $y\in U$ . $E$ ${\rm Re}\acute{\mathrm{c}}\mathrm{h}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{t}$ ,
$x\in U$ , (2.1) $y\in U$ . , $E$ modulus
of smoothness $\rho:[0, \infty)arrow[0, \infty)$ :
$\rho(\tau)=\sup\{\frac{1}{2}(||x+y||+||x-y||)-1$ : $x,$ $y\in E,$ $||x||=1,$ $||y||=\tau\}$ .
$E$ $\lim_{\tauarrow 0}\rho(\tau)/\tau=0$ .
$q$ $1<q\leq 2$ . , Banach $E$ $q$- (q-unifomly
smooth) , $\tau>0$ $\rho(\tau)\leq c\tau^{q}$ $c>0$
.
$q$-uniformly smooth Banach :
21([2], [3]). $q$ $1<q\leq 2$ , $E$ Banach . ,
$E$ $q$-uniformly smooth , $x,$ $y\in E$ ,
$\frac{1}{2}(||x+y||^{q}+||x-y||^{q})\leq||x||^{q}+||Ky||^{q}$
$K\geq 1$ .
2.1 $K$ $E$ $q$-uniformly smoothness constant $(\mathrm{c}\mathrm{f}:[2])$ . $q$ $q>1$
$\sim$
$E$ $2^{E^{*}}$ (generalized) duality mapping $J_{q}$ , $x\in E$
,
$J_{q}(x)=\{x^{*}\in E^{*} : \langle x, x^{*})=||x||^{q}, ||x^{*}||=||x||^{q-1}\}$
. , $J=J_{2}$ normalized duality mapping . , $x\in E$
,
$J_{q}(x)=||x||^{q-2}J(x)$ (2.2)
, $E$ , $J$ $(\mathrm{c}\mathrm{f}:[25])$ . , $E$ Hilbert
, $J$ $I$ .
, $q$-uniformly smooth Banach [3] :
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22([3]). $q$ $1<q\leq 2$ , $E$ $q$-unifornly smooth Banach
, , $x,$ $y\in E$ ,
$||x+y||^{q}\leq||x||^{q}+q\langle y, J_{q}(x)\rangle+2||Ky||^{q}$
. , $J_{q}$ $E$ generalized duality mapping , $K$ $E$ $q$-uniformly
smoothness constant .
$E$ Banach , $C$ $E$ . , $C$ $c$ $T$
(nonexpansive) ,
$||Tx-Ty||\leq||x-y||$ , $\forall x,y\in C$
. $T$ $F(T)$ ,
3.1 , [5] :
23(Browder [5]). $K$ Banach $E$ , $T$ $K$
$K$ . $K$ $\{uj\}$ $ujarrow u\mathit{0},$ $\mathrm{l}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{m}jarrow\infty||uj-Tuj||=0$
, $u_{0}$ $T$ .
$D$ $C$ , $Q$ $C$ $D$ . , $Q$ sunny ,
$x\in C$ , $Qx+t(x-Qx)\in C,$ $t\geq 0$
$Q(Qx+t(x-Qx))=Qx$
. $C$ $D$ $C$ sunny nonexpansive retract
, $C$ $D$ sun$\mathrm{n}\mathrm{y}$ nonexpansive retraction .
$E$ Banach , $C$ $E$ . $C$ $E$ $A$
(accretive) ,
(Ax-Ay, $j(x-y)\rangle\geq 0$ , $\forall x_{;}y\in C$
$j$ ( $x$ $y$ ) $\in J(x-y)$ . , (1A) sunny
nonexpansive retraction [1] :
24([1]). $C$ Banach $E$ . $Qc$ $E$ $C$
sunny nonexpansive retraction , $A$ $C$ $E$ .
, $\lambda>0$ ,
$S(C,A)=F(Qc(u-\lambda Au))$
. , $S(C, A)=$ {$u\in C$ : $\langle$Au, $J(v-u))\geq 0,\forall v\in C$} .
, (1.2) Banach . $C$ Banach
$E$ . $\alpha>0$ , $C$ $E$ $A$ \mbox{\boldmath $\alpha$}\mbox{\boldmath $\alpha$} ( $\alpha$-inverse-
strongly-acccretive $\rangle$ ,
$\langle$Ax-Ay, $J(x-y))\geq\alpha||Ax-Ay||^{2}$ , $\forall x,y\in C$ (2.3)
$\theta$ a
. ,
. (2.3) , $x,$ $y\in C$ ,
$||Ax-Ay|| \leq\frac{1}{\alpha}||x-y||$ (2.4)
. $q$ $q\geq 2$ . (2.2), (2.3), (2.4) , $x,$ $y\in C$
,




. \sim $>2$ $q$-uniformly smooth Banach $(\mathrm{c}\mathrm{f}:[23])$ .
, , - 2-uniformly smooth Banach
. Hilbert , Lebes $\mathrm{e}$ $L^{p}(p\geq 2)$ 2-uniformly
smooth .
2-uniformly smooth Banach [1] :
2.5 ([1]). $C$ 2-uniformly smooth Banach $E$ . $\alpha>0$
, $A$ $C$ $E$ $\alpha-\mathrm{i}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{v}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{s}\mathrm{e}$ -strongly-accretive operator . $0<\lambda\leq\alpha/K^{2}$
, $I-\lambda A$ $C$ $E$ . , $K$ $E$ 2-uniformly smoothness
constant .
26. $q\geq 2$ , (2.5) $x,$ $y\in C$ ,
$||(I-\lambda A)x-(I-\lambda A)y||^{q}\leq||x-y||^{q}+\lambda(2K^{q}\lambda^{q-1}-q\alpha^{q-1})||Ax-Ay||^{q}$ (2.6)
. $q>2$ , $q$-uniformly smooth Banach , 2-uniformly
smooth Banach . $1<q<2$ , (2.5), (2.6) .
Kirk [14], 24, 25 , $K$ 2-uniform $1\mathrm{y}$ smooth
Banach $E$ , , $K$ $E$ sunny nonexpansive retract
, $A$ $K$ $E$ , $S(K, A)$ .
, Reich [22] ( $\mathrm{c}\mathrm{f}$: LauS [19], -Kim
[24], Bruck [8] $)$ :
27(Reich [22]). $C$ $\mathrm{F}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{e}\acute{\mathrm{c}}\mathrm{h}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{t}$ Banach $E$
. $\{T_{1}, T_{2}, \ldots\}$ $C$ $C$ , $\bigcap_{n=1}^{\infty}F(T_{n})\neq\emptyset$
. , $x\in C,$ $\ =T_{n}T_{n-1}$ , $..T_{1}(n=1,2, \ldots)$ . ,
$\infty$
$\cap\overline{co}\{S_{m}x : m\geq n\}$ $\cap F(T_{n})$
$n=1$ $n=1$
1 . , $\overline{co}D$ $D$ .
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3
, 2-uniformly smooth Banach
1.4 :
31. $E$ 2-uniformly smooth Banach , $C$ $E$
. $Q_{C}$ $E$ $C$ sunny nonexpansive retraction , $\alpha>0$ , $A$
$C$ $E$ $\alpha-\mathrm{i}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{v}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{s}\mathrm{e}-\mathrm{s}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{g}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{y}\prime \mathrm{a}\mathrm{c}\mathrm{c}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{v}\mathrm{e}$operator . $x_{1}=x\in C$ ,
$x_{n+1}=\alpha_{n}x_{n}+(1-\alpha_{n})Qc(x_{n}-\lambda_{n}Ax_{n})$ $(n=1,2, \ldots)$
. , $\{\lambda_{n}\}$ $\{\alpha_{n}\}$ $a>0$ $\lambda_{n}\in[a, \alpha/K^{2}]$ , $0<b<c<1$
$b,$ $c$ $\alpha_{n}\in[b, c]$ . , $S(C, A)\neq\emptyset$ ,
$\{x_{n}\}$ $S(C, A)$ $z$ . , $K$ $E$ 2-uniformly smoothness constant
.
. $n=1,2$ ,-. . , $y_{n}=Qc(x_{n}-\lambda_{n}Ax_{n})$ . $u\in S(C, A)$
. , $\{x_{n}\}$ $\{y_{n}\}$ . 24, 25 ,
$n=1,2,$ $\ldots$ ,
$||y_{n}-u||\leq||x_{n}-u||$ (3.1)
. (3.1) , $n=1,2,$ $\ldots$ ,
$||x_{n+1}-u||\leq||x_{n}-u||$
. , $\{||x_{n}-u||\}$ $\lim_{narrow\infty}||x_{n}-u||$ .
, $\{x_{n}\}$ . , (3.1), (2.4) , $\{y_{n}\},$ $\{Ax_{n}\}$ .
,
$\lim_{narrow\infty}||x_{n}-y_{n}||=0$ (3.2)
. , $E$ , $||\cdot||^{2}$
,
$\{x_{n}\}$ , $z$ $\{x_{n}\}$ $\{x_{n}.\cdot\}$ . , $\lambda_{n_{i}}\in$
$[a, \alpha/K^{2}]$ , $\lambda_{0}\in[a, \alpha/K^{2}]$ $\{\lambda_{n:}\}$ $\{\lambda_{n_{j_{j}}}\}$ .
$\lambda_{n_{\mathrm{i}}}arrow\lambda_{0}$ . , $z\in S(C, A)$ . Q ,
$y_{n:}=Q_{C}(x_{n}:-\lambda_{n}Ax_{n_{i}})$: ,
||Qc{xnt-\lambda 0Axn:)-x | $\leq||(x_{n_{i}}-\lambda_{0}Ax_{n:})-(x_{n:}-\lambda_{n_{i}}Ax_{n_{\mathrm{i}}})||+||y_{n_{\mathrm{i}}}-x_{n_{i}}||$
$\leq M|\lambda_{n-},-\lambda_{0}|+||y_{n_{i}}-x_{n}.\cdot||$ (3.3)




. , 2.5 , $Qc(I-\lambda \mathit{0}A)$ . , (3.4), 24,
23 , $z\in F(Qc(I-\lambda_{0}A))=S(C, A)$ .
, $\{x_{n}\}$ $S(C, A)$ $z$ . $n=1,2,$ $\ldots$
$T_{n}=\alpha_{n}I+(1-\alpha_{n})Q_{C}(I-\lambda_{n}A)$
, $x_{n+1}=T_{n}T_{n-1}\cdots T_{1}x,$ $z \in\bigcap_{n=1}^{\infty}\overline{\mathrm{c}o}\{x_{m} : m\geq n\}$ . 25, 24,
27 ,
$\cap$ $\{x_{m} :m\geq n\}\cap S(C, A)=\{z\}$
$n=1$
. , $\{x_{n}\}$ $S(C, A)$ $z$ .
4
, 31 2-uniformly smooth Banach
. ,
. Goi’ $\mathrm{s}\mathrm{h}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{e}\dot{\ln}-\mathrm{T}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{t}’ \mathrm{y}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{k}o\mathrm{v}$ ( 1.1) :
4.1. $E$ 2-uniformly smooth Banach . $\alpha>0$ , $A$ $E$
$E$ $\alpha- \mathrm{i}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{v}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{s}\mathrm{e}$-strongly-accretive operator . $x_{1}=x\in E$ ,
$x_{n+1}=x_{n}-r_{n}Ax_{n}$ $(n=1,2, \ldots)$
. , {r $0<s<t<\alpha/K^{2}$ 8, $t$ $r_{n}\in[s, t]$
. , $A^{-1}0=\{u\in E: Au=0\}\neq\emptyset$ , {x $A^{-1}0$ $z$
. , $K$ $E$ 2-uniformly smoothness constant .





. , $S(E, A)=A^{-1}0$ . $r_{n}=\lambda_{n}(1-\alpha_{n})$ , 31 4
, $\{x_{\mathit{7}b}\}$ $A^{-1}0$ $z$ .
, . $0\leq k<1$ . $E$
.
Banach , $c$ $E$ . , $C$ $C$ $T$ k-strictly
pseudocontractive ,
$\langle Tx-Ty,j(x-y)\rangle\leq||x-y||^{2}-\frac{1-k}{2}||(I-T)x-(I-T)y||^{2}$ , $\forall x,$ $y\in C$ (4.1)
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$J\acute{(}x-y$ ) $\in J(x-y)$ $[6, 20]$ , , (4.1) ,
$\langle(I-T)x-(I-T)y,j(x-y)\rangle\geq\frac{1-k}{2}||(I-T)x-(I-T)y||^{2}$ (4.2)
. $E$ Hilbert , (4.1) $\langle$ , (4.2) $)$ (1.3)
. Browder-Petryshyn ( 12) :
42. $E$ 2-uniformly smooth Banach , $C$ $E$
, , $E$ sunny nonexpansive retract . $T$ $C$ $C$ $k$-strictly pseudo-
contractive mapping . $x_{1}=x\in C$ ,
$x_{n+1}=(1-\beta_{n})x_{n}+\beta_{n}Tx_{n}$ $(n=1,2, \ldots)$
, , $\{\beta_{n}\}$ $0<\beta<\gamma<(1-k)/2K^{2}$ $\beta,\gamma$ $\beta_{n}\in[\beta, \gamma]$
. , $F(T)\neq\emptyset$ , $\{x_{n}\}$ $F(T)$ $z$ . ,
$K$ $E$ 2-uniformly smoothness constant .
. $T$ $C$ $C$ $k$-strictly pseudocontractive mapping . (4.2) , $A=I-T$
, $A$ $(1-k)/2- \mathrm{i}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{v}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{s}\mathrm{e}$-strongly-accretive . ,
$S(C, I-T)=F(T)$
. $\{\lambda_{n}\}$ 3.1 . $\alpha=(1-k)/2,$ $k\in[0,1),$ $K\geq 1$ ,
$\lambda_{n}\in(0,1)$ . , $Qc$ retraction ,
$x_{n+1}=\alpha_{n}x_{n}+(1-\alpha_{n})Qc_{\mathit{1}}(x_{n}-\lambda_{n}(I-T)x_{n})$
$=\alpha_{n}x_{n}+(1-\alpha_{n})Qc((1-\lambda_{n})x_{n}+\lambda_{n}Tx_{n})$
$=\alpha_{n}x_{n}+(1-\alpha_{n})$ ( $(1-\lambda_{n})x_{n}$ $\lambda_{n}Tx_{n}$ )
$=(1-\lambda_{n}(1-\alpha_{n}))x_{n}+\lambda_{n}(1-\alpha_{n})Tx_{n}$
. $\beta_{n}=\lambda_{n}(1-\alpha_{n})$ , 3.1 , $\{x_{n}\}$ $F(T)$ $z$
.
$C$ Banach $E$ . $\alpha>0$ . $C$ $E$
\mbox{\boldmath $\alpha$}\mbox{\boldmath $\alpha$} ( $\alpha$-strongly accretive) ,
$\langle$Ax-Ay, $J(x-y)\rangle$ $\geq\alpha||x-y||^{2}$ , $\forall x,y\in C$
. $\beta>0$ . $C$ $E$ $A$ $\beta$-Lipschitz ($\beta$-Lipschitz
continuous) ,
$||Ax-Ay||\leq\beta||x-y||$ , $\forall x,y\in C$
. $C$ Hilbert $H$ . $u\in VI(C, A)$
$t$} , projection algorithm . , $x_{1}=x\in C$ ,
$x_{n+1}=Pc(x_{n}-\lambda Ax_{n})$ $(n=1,2_{7}\ldots)$ (4.3)
103
, , $Pc$ $H$ $C$ , A $C$
$H$ ( ) , $\lambda>0$ . $A$ $C$ $H$ $\alpha$-strongly accretive
, $\beta$-Lipschitz continuous, $\lambda\in(0,2\alpha/\beta^{2})$ , $Pc(I-\lambda A)$ $C$ $C$
. , Banach contraction principle , (4.3)
$VI(C, A)$ $(\mathrm{c}\mathrm{f}:[4])$ . ,
Lipschitz :
43. $E$ 2-unifomly smooth Banach , $C$ $E$
. $Qc$ $E$ $C$ sunny nonexpansive retraction . $\alpha>0,$ $\beta>0$
, $A$ $C$ $E$ $\alpha$-strongly accretive , $\beta$-Lipschitz continuous operator
. $x_{1}=x\in C$ ,
$x_{n+1}=\alpha_{n}x_{n}+(1-\alpha_{n}\rangle Q_{C}(x_{n}-\lambda_{n}Ax_{n})$ $(n=1,2, \ldots)$
. , $\{\lambda_{n}\}$ $\{\alpha_{n}\}$ $a>0$ $\lambda_{n}\in[a, \alpha/K^{2}\beta^{2}],$ $0<b<c<1$
$b,$ $c$ $\alpha_{n}\in[b, c]$ . , $S(C, A)\neq\emptyset$ , $\{x_{n}\}$
$S(C, A)$ $z$ . , $K$ $E$ 2-uniformly smoothness constant
.
$\text{ }\mathfrak{M}$ . A&C $\hslash^{1}\text{ }E\text{ }\sigma$) a-strongly accretive $\mathrm{B}_{1^{\vee}}\mathcal{D},$ $\beta$-Lipschitz continuous operator 2 $\text{ }$
. , $x,y\in C$ ,
(Ax-Ay, $J(x-y) \rangle\geq\alpha||x-y||^{2}\geq\frac{\alpha}{\beta^{2}}||Ax-Ay||^{2}$
. , $A$ $\alpha/\beta^{2}- \mathrm{i}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{v}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{s}\mathrm{e}$ -strongly-accretive . $A$ strongly accretive,
$S(C, A)\neq\emptyset$ , $S(C, A)$ 1 $z$ . 31 , $\{x_{n}\}$
$S(C, A)$ $z$ .
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